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udon, kamala, - the name of the old temple, was destroyed at the end of the last century. However, on the
site of the old temple, there is currently a small temple decorated with marble and sculptures. This temple
is dedicated to Brahma, and its day is called Shankaracharya. It is celebrated on June 15th. Satsangharaja
Temple in Kathulabhumpandi Here you can receive a blessing from the sage Krishna while distributing

the wealth of sacred food. It also hosts a purushottama wedding (complete ritual) for everyone. The
groom's attire must be of cashmere and must not be adorned with metal or any other metal plaques

embellished with stones. On the sacred rug, the Singyavatinajangas carry out a treasure - a golden bowl of
sati, in which Krishna cooks his sacred food. This sacred drink of Krishna, called jamuna, which is also a

lotus flower, which is a symbol of the revelation of tattva (sacred knowledge) and is one of the most
sacred foods in Indian culture. Altar of Krishnadevarya Zarathustra in Kathulla On the altar is Shiva lying
in a lotus, holding a coconut palm in his hands, symbolizing the lotus of Truth. There is a pole above the
altar. This tree is a symbol of the power of the god-like Manifestation of the Deity on the material level.
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